
VTP (VXS Trigger Processor)

- Designed for creating triggers from VXS payload modules
(FADC250, DCRB, VETROC) - lives in the switch slot of the VXS crate

- 10 to 20Gbps links to each VXS payload slot

- 4x QSFP+ modules running at 34Gbps to interconnect crates and 
share trigger information: for NPS these will be used to share FADC 
hits between crates so the trigger clustering logic can perform 
correctly even when clusters use hits not in the local crate

- 1x 1Gbps copper ethernet, 32bit 1GHz ARM CPU running Centos 7 
Linux. Can run CODA ROC capable of 100kHz readout rate with data 
<100MB/s

- 1x QSFP+ module running at 40Gbps. Can also be used as 4x 
10Gbps Ethernet links

- 4GByte of DDR3 memory (100Gbps bandwidth) that can be used 
for data buffering (not used in trigger applications at the moment)

These features have been used for CLAS12 and Hall A Compton

These additional features were used by the Jlab Streaming Readout beam tests in 2020

VTP board:

VTP H/W block diagram:



VTP – upgrade to VME readout

- VME readout of FADC250 is limited by 2eSST 200MB/s (with overhead it's ~150MB/s) and the CPU Ethernet link (typically 
1Gbps, but can be upgraded to 10Gbps)

- Instead, by: Increasing the FADC -> VTP trigger link from 10Gbps to 12.5Gbps we can send 200MB/s from each FADC (in a 
crate, all 16 FADC would send at 200MB/s in parallel).

- To start with we plan to use only 1x 10GbE links from the VTP (4 are available), so this becomes the main bottleneck. We've 
been able to transmit close to 9Gbps from the VTP using a single TCP socket to a server.

- Much of the CODA ROC would run on the VTP ARM CPU (as it currently does today). The front-end data movement and 
TCP/IP stack will be fully hardware accelerated allowing near saturation of the ethernet links.

- Will be completely compatible with CODA event builders - intended to be completely transparent to the user.

- Given the number of VXS modules at Jlab this will provide a way for this hardware to continue to be useful in higher data 
rate experiments in the future.



VTP ROC/readout
VTP CODA ROC Firmware Block Diagram

- The VTP ROC will support event building of VXS 
based front-end data (FADC250 initially, but others 
can follow: VETROC, DCRB, SSP, MPD)

- A standard C readout list will still run on the CPU 
(the VTP ARM CPU) and is modifyable by users.

- Users can still generate asynchronous and 
synchronous events using the C readout list.

- The firmware utilization in the VTP is small for 
this, so the bulk of resources are still available for 
trigger applications that will run in parallel to this 
ROC firmware

- Firmware development is nearly completed and 
integration/testing will begin by DAQ folks in the 
next few weeks to iron out issues and measure the 
performance increase



CODA Testing with VTP readout (June 27, 2021)
• Looks like a normal ROC to CODA and uses a 

mostly standard C based readout list still, just 
has all event readout/building and event 
network traffic fully hardware accelerated

• This test shows 4x FADC250 modules, 64 
channels in total, reading out raw waveforms 
from all channels (no zero suppression) with a 
192ns window:

109kHz trigger rate (fixed rate pulser) 
683MB/s (680MB/s from 1 VTP)
>95% livetime

• We expect ~900MB/s sustained to be 
achievable (we need more FADC to test that), 
but this is already very promising

• MPD readout with VTP testing is ramping up 
and basically, this whole readout path is 
identical to MPD VTP firmware so readout data 
rate limits should be the same


